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Session 1:Write Your Kids’ Book!

• The key differences between picture books and chapter 
books.

• How to structure your picture book story.
• The most powerful chapter book lesson you’ll ever learn.
• Kids’ book themes… and how to use them.
• Tips from industry pros to make your writing better!
• And more!

In this Training…

Picture books:
• Target audience: toddler to young-at-heart
• Board books, hardback, paperback, saddle stitch… all 

have one thing in common: Pictures!
• Photographs or illustrations (or a combination)
• Super simple (learning basics) to readers
• Can be rhyming or not (rhyming seems easier)

Picture vs. Chapter
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Chapter books:
• Target audience: 5-11 years
• Hardback, paperback, saddle stitch… all have one thing 

in common: Words!
• May include photographs or illustrations (or a 

combination)
• Reading primers to life-lesson stories to entertainment

Picture vs. Chapter

Break it down by age:
• 0-3: Board books, gift books (texture, crinkle books, etc.)
• 3-5: Picture books, ABC/123 learning books
• 5-7: Picture books, early readers, full-color story books
• 7-9: Chapter books, short novels, comics
• 9-11: Short stories, novels, graphic novels (long comics)
• 11+: YA fiction then… 30-something: Picture books J

Picture vs. Chapter

The first 7 years of a child’s life 
and much of adult lives are 

filled with and fascinated by 
PICTURE BOOKS.

Picture vs. Chapter
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Most common themes:
• Courage
– Adventure
– Overcome a fear
– Hero’s journey

• Friendship
– Sharing/helping
– Resolving conflict

Kids’ Book Themes

• Loss
– Death of a family member
– A lost toy

• Growing up
– Learning about change
– Accepting you don’t always 

get what you want

Most common themes:
• Belonging
– Anxiety about not 

fitting in
– Mismatched group

• Anger
– How to handle lack of 

control

Kids’ Book Themes

• Jealousy
– A new baby
– Specific kind of anger

• Love
– Overarching theme
– Being loved, loving others

Don’t use these with kids:
• Prologue (unless it’s a thriller)
• Backstory in the first 10% of the book.
• Flashbacks (kids want to stay in the moment)
• Adult point of view (unless it’s the Outside Source)
• Sub plots before Tween age (and then only 1 subplot)

Chapter Book Tips
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The 3-Act Structure:
• Act I: The Beginning
– Character and problem introduction
– First inciting incident/turning point
– Pushes character to Act II
– Action must push the character to another action.
– Cause and effect

Picture Book Structure

The 3-Act Structure:
• Act I: The Beginning – EXAMPLE: The Last Dinosaur
– Maddie is playing in the park.
– A catastrophe happens that pushes Maddie out of her home.
– Maddie realizes she survived a natural disaster.
– She alone survived the trauma.
– Will she quit? What does she do next?

Picture Book Structure

The 3-Act Structure:
• Act II: The Middle
– Builds from the beginning and gets “worse.”
– Character takes action… and more action.
– All might seem lost… and an unexpected event may cause 

the character to stop.
– Creates worry… will the character solve the problem?

Picture Book Structure
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The 3-Act Structure:
• Act II: The Middle – EXAMPLE: The Last Dinosaur
– Maddie wakes up from a nap, realizes the disaster was real.
– She thinks she’s the last remaining dinosaur, doomed to live 

out her days alone.
– She hunts for a reason to exist and revives her, “I got this” 

attitude.
– Then she’s faced with a sudden shock.

Picture Book Structure

The 3-Act Structure:
• Act III: The End
– Resolution, solution, etc.
– Occurs within the last few pages of the book.
– The final page is reserved to tie up any loose ends.

Picture Book Structure

The 3-Act Structure:
• Act III: The Middle – EXAMPLE: The Last Dinosaur
– Maddie discovers a mismatched group of dinosaurs playing 

together… unlikely friends.
– She’s invited into their group.
– The loose end is: Maddie’s family. She’s a toddler triceratops. 

Doesn’t she have a family?
– The reader discovers Maddie’s longing for a family and her 

true, new family.

Picture Book Structure
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The Basic Scenario:
• Similar to the 3-Act Structure.
– Act I: 3-10 chapters (¼ of the book)
– Act II: Half the book
– Act III: Resolution, last ¼ of the book)

• Has a much longer Act II: Character exploration time.
– Unexpected allies, character shifts, a natural disaster, an inner 

struggle, etc.

Chapter Book Structure

The Basic Scenario:
• In Act III: Help from an outside source
– Mentor, unexpected whisper, gut intuition, etc.

• Biggest secret: Bleakest Moment
– Make it worse. Make it worse again. Make it worse a 3rd time! 

(Pay attention to movies.)
– Keep this age-appropriate! (Study/read)

Chapter Book Structure

How to get and refine your ideas…
• Brain dump memories from your childhood.
• Keep one child you know in mind… write for them.
• Create a character based on a kid you know.
• Go to the zoo or aquarium and study animal interaction.
• Practice “free doodling.”
• Start with a specific incident or fact.

Kids’ Book Ideas
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The Last Dinosaur
• We started with the characters. What dinos did we want 

in “The Gang?” (Hint: We chose our favorites.) J
• Researched and assigned personalities and names.
• Started designing products (puzzles, magnets, posters).
• Stayed “open” to story ideas…
• Got a massive download walking by the dino display.

Case Study

Repurpose your writing…
• Start with the basic picture book…
• Expand the plot line with dialogue and more detail into 

a chapter book.
• Add in a more complex sub plot and additional 

characters for a YA novel.
• Tell the “unseen” story (adults behind the kids’ book).

Write for All Ages

Take it from the pros…
• “Welcome your ideas as you would welcome a guest. 

Resist thinking negatively about your work.” Pat Mora
• “While books expand horizons by exposing us to worlds 

outside our own, children also need to see themselves, 
their experiences and their cultures reflected in books 
they read.” Randi Weingarten

Pro Tips
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Take it from the pros…
• “Books teach children to see the world through the eyes 

of others and empathize with others. It’s about the 
story.” Malorie Blackman

• “Don’t hold back from your passion. Too many folks get 
caught up in what the marketplace is supposedly 
looking for.” Joe Monti, Literary Agent

Pro Tips

Take it from the pros…
• “Write what you want to write… the book you need to 

write, and hope that when you’re ready to sell, the 
market will want it.” T.L. Costa

• “Sometimes the best action to take is none at all, but to 
remain open and allow the entire story and plot to 
‘download’ all at once. Then immediately take action to 
get the plot in print.” Kristen Joy, The Book Ninja

Pro Tips

• Decide what type of kids’ book you want to write first.
• Choose a theme.
• Brain dump your ideas… keep yourself open for a 

possible “download.”
• Outline your basic 3-Act Structure.
• Watch for Session 2!

Session 1 Homework


